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PPI Sign app 
Secure login to portals via smartphone 

Portal login and EBICS signatures via smartphone in accordance with the minimum requirements for the security 

of internet payments 

 Perfect usability and maximum security 

The use of QR codes and the simultaneous encryption of all 
the transported data make handling for the user easy, and as 
secure as a Secoder.  

In contrast to flickering, no problems occur with different 
displays and difficult light conditions. At the same time, the 
technology developed by PPI enables extremely fast re-
sponse times. A difference to flickering or other QR code 
solutions is that the information is encrypted so that third 
parties cannot read it. 

Compared with processes with connected tokens, no driv-
ers or plugins are required on the computer. 

 Integration into portals 

The process is easy to integrate into portals. For this pur-
pose, PPI provides an API with all the necessary functionali-
ties: 

 Administration of keys, signature counters and initialisa-
tion states 

 Key generation, allocation of start codes and crypto-
graphic functions for encryption and decryption, as well 
as signing and signature checking 

 INI letter generation 
 QR code generation and reading 

 
The process supports temporary (dynamic) URLs in order to 
block DOS attacks. 

                                                                Application ongoing 

 Overview 

The minimum requirements for the security of internet 
payments demand strong authentication processes for in-
ternet transactions. Additionally, the exchanged transaction 
data must be given special protection, i.e. financial institu-
tions and payment service providers must secure the access 
to their portals. 

PPI has developed a processes that enables smartphones to 
be used for strong authentication.  

 Business processes supported 

 Secure login to portals via smartphone (replaces the 
insecure PIN) 

 Secure signature and release of critical transactions (e.g. 
payment orders) 
Support of standardised security processes in the finan-
cial sector (e.g. EBICS) 

For questions and further information 
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The PPI Sign app offers: 

 Encrypted data exchange via QR code on the 
application side 

 Secure portal login by means of mutual authen-
tication 

 Support of EBICS signatures; can be extended 
(e.g. for FinTS) 

 Can be extended for customised signature pro-
cesses 

 White labelling 
 Support of fingerprints 
 Detection of compromise attempts via signature 

 
 

Overview of features 


